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ffiï n      _  (_ny+>+ty* 9~2n_—_ '
W       orst-^   ¿)       ¿^ù     (n~f)I(n-«)!(n-Oi(r + « + «-a»)I

where in the summation all factorials have non-negative arguments.

If we transpose the right hand side of (5) and equate coefficients of Uiu^'uz*,

we have

(7) Crit   =   Cr,«-l,t-l  +  CT-l,a,t-l  +  Cr-l,«-l,i  +  2Cr-1,8-1, t-1 ,

which is the recurrence formula with simplest coefficients, especially as the right

hand side can be treated as the sum of five terms. Even though all suffixes vary,

it probably provides the quickest way of computing all values of Crst up to a given

set of r, s, t. For some machines at least, it may well give the quickest way for

calculating a given Crs<, and it provides an easy method for desk-machine computa-

tion when r, s and t are small. For computations by other methods it provides a

simple check. Other checks may be obtained by giving «i special values in (5) and

equating coefficients of units'. Putting U\ =  —1, we get

(8) £ Cni - 1,
r

given by Gillis and Weiss; putting Ui = —§, we get

(9) ç tf+^c« = (s t *) •
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The Evaluation of Certain Probability Integrals

By Irwin Greenberg

A problem which often arises in the field of probability and statistics is the

following:

Assume that there are n independent stochastic processes and that the fcth

process has an output distribution fk(xk). The probability that the jth process

yields a higher output than any of the others is

(1) Pi =   (  fi(xi) II   f '/*(**) dxkdxi.
J— oo k=\    J—oo

k^i

In certain special cases, equation (1) is easily integrated; for example, if the

various fk(xk) are all uniform or exponential distributions.
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In certain other cases, equation (1) can be put into a form which is readily

evaluated by hand computation, using well known statistical reference tables. This

paper will illustrate one of these cases; for n = 2 or 3 and the xk having a normal

distribution.

Under the assumption of normality,

(2) /*(**) = ( Vär er*)"1 exp [- i (^~)] J fc = 1,2,3

where tu, and ak are the mean and standard deviation, respectively. Letting

(3) Xk = ^^ ,
oí

equation (2) becomes

(4) fk(Xk) = (V^ VkT1 exp [- \ (** "/*')']

where

Ko) Hk =-;       o-* = —.
ci <ri

The probability that the output of process 1 exceeds the output of process 2 is

P, - (W)- £ /*' exp [- \ X,- - \ (S^)"] « «
(6)

= (V2*)-1 [x  exp^-ijdt,

where

(7) M2 = -w'/Vfa')* + 1.

The simplification of equation (6) is obtained by expanding the exponent,

grouping terms, completing the square in Xi and reversing the order of integration

after making the transformation's :

(8) Xx = Xi'; X2 = Xi' + X4 + «'.

Equation (6) is the cumulative normal function and is tabulated in most texts

on statistics. In a similar manner, it can be shown that the probability that the

output of process 1 exceeds the output of process 2 and of process 3 is

Pi = [(2x)3V .sT1 f r  r exp |~- I Xi2 - \ (^iZ^lY
JLooJ—ooJLoo |_ £ Z   \ 0"2 /

-l(^^)t]dXtdXidX1
(9) 2\      CT3       /J
v   '                   r            _"I       fAf2    .m,          r              1

- [2, v/ï^ij-' [m   [x  exp [- ^—^ ft? - 2rt2 fc

+ t32) Idhdh,
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where

rMt = -M*'/V(<rt')* + 1

(10) , M3 = -m'/VWY + l

-- V(<r3')2 + 1     V(<r2')2 + 1 •
I   r

Equation (10) gives the volume under the bivaríate normal probability surface

with correlation coefficient r. These volumes are tabulated in [1].
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The Congruence 2P_1 m i (mod p ) for P < 100,000

By Sidney Kravitz

Fróberg has previously announced [1] the computation of the Fermât remainders

corresponding to all odd primes less than 50,000. His results show that p = 1093

and p = 3511 are the only solutions of the congruence 2P_1 sa 1 (mod p2) in that

range.

The residues of 2P_1 (mod p2) have been computed for 50,000 < p < 100,000

on an IBM 650 system at Picatinny Arsenal. No residue congruent to 1 was found

corresponding to a prime in this range.

A copy of the table of residues has been deposited in the Unpublished Mathe-

matical Tables file.
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